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What do we do?

Meridian Chem established in 1999 is a

detergent and manufacturing company

specialize in dishwashing machine with

detergent and drying agent together with

array of side products to cater for

complete F&B kitchen and sanitation

cleaning needs.  Meridian also possess

complete range of professional

housekeeping and floorcare chemicals that

can restore any weary old stone floor to

sparkling gloss effect.



Dishwasher rental program

 Clean tableware means a lot to your restaurant
image and not withstanding the bad reputation that
will gives your organization for unclean oily dishes
presented to your customers. We in Meridian Chem
can help by providing effective high temperature
dishwasher machine with the right chemistry to
ensure that you have clean and dry tableware all the
time without the unhygienic practice to wipe dry.

We offer fixed monthly rental pricing inclusive of
chemicals for dishwasher machine uses will take
your headache away with local municipality hygiene
requirement and since labor cost is expensive. With
our auto dishwasher machine, you can saves on
labor cleaning crew salary  on cleaning tableware the
traditional back alley cleaning. 

Professional Housekeeping

Meridian Chem is well known for its polishing
compound and stone troubleshooting solutions
for the interior designing industry, hotels and
resorts. Our floorcare program covers both
resilience and non resilience floor like marble,
granite, porcelain tiles, vinyl and even concrete.
We offer complete cleaning and gloss restorer for
routine, interim and restoration maintenance
program.

 
For soft flooring, we also have solutions for soft
timber wood, carpet, linoleum and vinyl flooring.
With wood, we have timber star polishing
compound for quick shine and cover light
scratches of the timber floor.

 

Decontamination 180 days

BRShield is a durable long-lasting chemically
bonded residual antimicrobial coating containing
a quaternary based organo-silane compound.
This scientifically proven chemical formula is
unique in that it bonds chemically at the
molecular level onto any surface to which it is
applied.

Once chemically bonded, the surface coating
cannot be easily removed after routine cleaning
and housekeeping procedures including the
regular use of alcohol or alkaline based
detergents. Henceforth, once applied BR Shield
will have a 180 days - 24 hours protection against
harmful viruses, fungi and bacteria.

 
 


